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PSEUDO-HIPPOLYTUS'S IN SANCTUM PASCHA 

A Mystery Apocalypse 

DRAGO~-ANDREI GIULEA 

Scholars have noticed the presence of mystery terminology and imagery 
in the ancient paschal homily-a Greek anonymous document-that 

bears the title Eis to hagion Pascha, In this respect, the following passage 
pertaining to chapter 62 may be one of the most significant:1 

o mystical choir [6 tes choregias tes mystikes]! 0 feast of the Spirit [6 res 
pneumatikes heortes]! 0 Pasch of God, who hast come down from heaven 
to earth, and from earth ascend again to the heavens. 0 feast common to all 
[tOn holiin heortasma], 0 universal joy, and honor of the universe, its nurture 

1. In sanctum Pascha 62, in Adalbert-G. Hamman, ed., The Paschal Mystery: Ancient Liturgies 
and Patristic Texts, trans. Thomas Halton (Staten Island, NY: Alba House, 1969),68. The first critical 
edition belongs to Pierre Nautin, Homelies Paschales, SC 27 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1950). See also 
the critical edition made by Giuseppe Visona, Pseudo Ippolito: In sanctum Pascha: Studio, edizione, 
commento (Milano: Vita e Pensiero, 1988). For the present study, I follow Visonas numbers and the 
abbreviation IP for In sanctum Pascha, For mystery language, see Raniero Cantalamessa, L'Omelia 
"In S. Pascha" dello Pseudo-Ippolito di Roma. Ricerche sulla teologia dell'Asia Minore nella seconda 
meta del II secolo (Milano: Societa Editrice Vita e Pensiero. 1967), 104-8; and Visona, Pseudo Ip
polito, 345-47. 
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128 Apocalyptic Thought in Early Christianity 

and its luxury,2 by whom the darkness of death has been dissolved and life 
extended to all, by whom the gates ofheaven have been opened [aneochthesan] 
as God has become man and man has become God.... An antiphonal choir 
has been formed on earth to respond to the choir above. 0 Pasch of God, no 
longer confined to the heavens and now united to us in spirit; through him the 
great marriage chamber has been filled.... 0 Pasch, illumination [photisma] 
of the new bright day [lit. "torch procession;' lampadouchia]-the brightness 
[aglaisma] of the torches ofthe virgins, through which the lamps ofthe soul 
are no longer extinguished, but the divine fire of charity [lit. "the fire of grace;' 
tes charitos ... to pyr] burns divinely and spiritually in alL 

Cantalamessa regards the presence of mystery language in the paschal celebra
tion as part of the general Christian polemical response to mystery religions, 
also manifest in Melito of Sardis or Clement of Alexandria.3 

In addition to mystery terminology, it is also noticeable that this passage 
contains biblical imagery and language such as "pascha;' "spirit;' "angelic 
choir;' "virgins:' and "marriage chamber;' and references to God's "descent" 
and "ascension:' Nonetheless, in the present essay I would like to direct in
vestigation toward a reading of the text under a different hermeneutical 
key, namely the Jewish apocalyptic traditions, and in this way to draw the 
conclusions that the presence of such traditions entails. Another pivotal 
passage (IP 1.1-12) of the text may be helpful for the opening of this new 
angle of investigation: 

Now is it the time when the light of Christ sheds its rays;4 the pure rays 
[phosteres] of the pure Spirit rise and the heavenly treasures of divine glory 
[doxa] are opened up. Night's darkness and obscurity have been swallowed up, 
and the dense blackness dispersed in this light of day; crabbed death has been 
totally eclipsed. Life has been extended [epheplothe] to every creature and all 
things are diffused in brightness [Phos]. The dawn of dawn ascends over the 
earth [anatolai anatolon epechousi to pan j5 and he who was before the morn
ing star and before the other stars, the mighty [megas] Christ, immortal and 
mighty [polys], sheds light brighter than the sun on the universe. 

2. Most likely, the Greek passage KOClJ.lIKOV mxvr]y6ptcr~u, Ii> rou RUYlO';; xupa K<11 n~~ KU! TpO(j)~ 
KUl TPU<p~ might be rendered into English as "cosmic solemnity, the joy and honor, nurture and 
luxury of all:' 

3. Cantalamessa, I:Omelia, 104. 
4. I would propose a minimal change in Halton's rendering of the expression iepU! ~EV ~5ij 

<PWTO~ uUy.x(oucn XPI0'1:00 aKrlv~ from "the blessed light of Christ sheds its rays" into "the light of 
Christ sheds its sacred rays." Compare with Nautin's solution ("Ies rayons sacres de la lumiere du 
Christ resplendissent"-Homelies, 116) and Visona's ("brillano i sacri raggi della luce di Cristo' 
Pseudo Ippolito, 231). 

5. For the purpose of the present study, it would be significant to mention that Nautin trans
lated the Greek word TO RaV through "I'univers" (Homelies, 116), while Visona rendered it through 
"I'universo" (Pseudo Ippolito, 231). 
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Pseudo-Hippolytus's In sanctum Pascha 

Anticipating some ofthe key conclusions of the present study, one may affirm 
that In sanctum Pascha might be envisaged as a special sort of apocalypse, 
which I would call "mystery apocalypse:' Since the divine temple extends 
its presence to the terrestrial world and the celestial king descends to earth, 
ascension becomes useless and the visionary's ascent sensibly changes into a 
mystagogy. Instead ofascension, the visionary needs to cross from the visible 
to the invisible, from the phanic to mystery, and from the sensible realm to the 
intelligible one. Pertaining to the same Asiatic tradition with Melito's homily 
yet more visible than in Melito, the homily ofPseudo-Hippolytus witnesses to 
a pivotal synthesis of two traditions in the Christian mind-set, namely mystery 
and apocalyptic. The application of synthesis to one of the central Christian 
celebrations-the festival of pascha-was so profound, that it would remain 
normative for the Christian liturgical life until the present day. 

Scholarly Debates over the Origins of the Text 

The document has crossed the centuries under the names of two famous 
Christian theologians: John Chrysostom and Hippolytus of Rome. It is pre
served in eight manuscripts found in Greece and ascribed to John Chrysos
tom. Besides these, the palimpsest from Grottaferrata, the fragments from 
the Syrian Florilegium Edessenum Anonymum, and the florilegium added 
to the Acts of the Council of Lateran ascribe the homily to Hippolytus of 
Rome.6 In modern times, scholars became suspicious of these paternities 
and proposed various substitute hypotheses. One of the most significant 
hypotheses carne from Cantalamessa, who placed the homily in the second 
century Asia Minor. He advocated his position especially on internal theo
logical and linguistic grounds (which Melito of Sardis would have shared as 
well in his Peri Pascha), and also on various theological positions typical for 
the second century. 

To the contrary, Gribomont, Stuiber, and Visona manifested caution in 
dating the homily, keeping open Nautin's possibility of the early fourth century. 
Nonetheless, one may respond to Visonas argumentation in the following 
way: since the homily seems to have been used as a liturgical text as Visona 
argues, historical-critical methods may be applied to the text and affirm that 
the rhetorical embellishments of the text might belong to a later period and 
come from the hands of a series of editors. 

However, a large majority of scholars generally agreed with Cantalamessa's 
dating of the homily. Danielou, Grillmeier, Botte, Simonetti, Hall, and Rich
ardson embraced Cantalamessa's position; Kretschmar, in his turn, assumed 
that the homily had been written at the beginning of the third century. In 

6. Cf. Claudio Moreschini and Enrico Norelli, Histoire de La litterature chretienne antique grecque 
et latine, vol. 1, De Paul Ii l'erede Constantin (Geneve: Labor et fides, 2000),175. 
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addition, Blanchetiere, Mara, and Mazza used the homily as a second-century 
document in order to prove their theses about Ignatius of Antioch, Melito, 
the Gospel ofPeter, or Hippolytus of Rome. Finally, for Gerlach, IP should 
be associated with the paschal tradition conveyed in the Asia Minor of the 
third century.7 These scholars have emphasized several elements of similar
ity between IP and various writings pertaining to the first three centuries, 
such as the general mystery and Melitonean language, pneumatic Christol
ogy and binitarian theology, as well as the similarities with the testimonia 
used in scriptural exegesis and with the liturgical tradition of the first three 
centuries. 

The Cosmic Extension of the Heavenly Temple 

In a schematic phrase, John Collins tried to encompass some emblematic 
features of every apocalypse:8 

[AJ genre of revelatory literature with [lJ a narrative framework, in which [2J 
a revelation is mediated by [3J an otherworldly being to a [4J human recipi
ent, disclosing [5J a transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it 
envisages eschatological salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another, 
supernatural world. 

At the same time, one has to keep in mind E. J. C. Tigghelaar's following 
methodological observations: "[aJ definition is not a prerequisite for historical 
studies, and might even prove to be an impediment:' and "apocalyptic, too, 
is resistant to definition:'9 Likewise, Collins's perspective is usually called 
the "generic" approach to apocalypses and E Garcia Martinez affirms that 
sometimes this approach manifests the weakness of being too general and 
ahistorical.1o In this way, I am aware that Collins's definition, while delineating 
some of the most frequent characteristics of the Jewish apocalyptic tradi
tions, is not ahistorical and indispensable. However, it is useful and I will 
employ it merely as a helpful guideline as to which features do not have to 
be considered necessary and complete. 

7. For bibliography on the history of the text and its interpretations, see, e.g.: Visona, Pseudo 
Ippolito; Moreschini and Norelli, Histoire; and Karl Gerlach. The Antenicene Pascha: A Rhetorical 
History (Leuven: Peeters, 1998). 

8. John J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 5. 
9. See Eibert). C. Tigghelaar. "More on Apocalyptic and Apocalypses;' lSI 18 (1987): 137-44. For 

the religionsgeschichtlich perspective on apocalypticism at the UppsaJa colloquium, see Apocalypti
cism in the Mediterranean World and the Near East: Proceedings of the International Colloquium 
on Apocalypticism, Uppsala, August 12-17, 1979. ed. David Hellholm (Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck. 
1983). 

10. See Florentino Garda Martinez. "Encore l'Apocalyptique;' lSI 17 (1986): 224-32. 
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According to my hypothesis, all these features, with some modifications 
that I will mention below, can be identified in the Pseudo-Hippolytean work. 
First of all, regarding the role of a narrative framework, the homily encom
passes a clear-cut two-step history ofsalvation that implies a divine economy 
developed in two stages: the era that precedes incarnation, a time of figures, 
types, and symbols, and the era oftruth, when the divine king with his temple 

ge, pneumatic Christol and light descend to earth. Nautin and Visona, for instance, divided the whole 
ties with the testimonia text following this wide two-step framework. 
adition of the first three 
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features do not have to The passage 1.1-12 appears to depict the common apocalyptic image of 
the opened heavens, which recalls for example Ezekiel 1:1, especially if one 
observes the usage of the same verb that renders the English verb "to open:' 

:ions, see, e.g.: Visona, Pseudo nrJ~/pth, anoig6 (in LXX and IP). Thus the expression "the heaven opened" 
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12. See also Gen. 7:11; Ps. 78:23; Matt. 3:16; Mark 1:10 [crx{~w); 7:34 [OtIXvoiyw); Luke 3:21; Acts 
'17 (1986): 224-32. 7:56; 10:11; Rev. 4:1; 19:11. 
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picture that describes the consequences that the opening of the heavens 
implies appears to enclose a special element: the heavenly light floods the 
universe, and its source-Christ-is envisioned in huge dimensions. 

Pseudo-Hippolytus does not spend much time expounding on the earthly 
temple, the church, being instead more interested in the divine and mystical 
one, while the earthly and visible temple seems to represent the mere en
trance or the lintel to the celestial Jerusalem. As shown in different studies, 
the heavenly temple represents a constant aspect in apocalyptic literature.13 

The visionary experiences rapture by being translated into the celestial temple 
where he is allowed to contemplate the heavenly king, the throne, and the 
myriads of angels glorifying the king.14 In one of her articles, Martha Him
melfarb noticed an important distinction between prophetic and apocalyptic 
visions: the prophets are neither translated into, nor do they ascend into, the 
heavenly temple. "Ezekiel is the only one ofall the classical prophets to record 
the experience ofbeing physically transported by the spirit of God, but even 
Ezekiel does not ascend to heaven:'15 Isaiah, for instance (Isa. 6:1-3), receives 
the divine revelation inside the earthly temple in Jerusalem. 

Nonetheless, Pseudo-Hippolytus's writing seems to be part of a different 
paradigm, since the heavenly glory descends to earth. Here Christ's coming 
(epidemia) turns out to be the moment when the border between the celes
tial temple and the earth disappears, and the earth becomes flooded by the 
presence of the divine light. The homilist states in the opening phrase of the 
hymn: "the heavenly treasures of the divine glory [doxa] are opened Up:'16It 
should be also noticed that the tradition of the divine light/glory stored be
yond the heavens has ancient biblical origins. Psalm 8:1, for example, reads 
"you have set your glory above the heavens:' 

The idea of a descended or extended celestial temple seems to manifest 
similarities with the biblical and extra-biblical literature. Second Chron
icles 7:1-3 probably represents one of the most ancient witnesses to this 
paradigm. 

When Solomon had ended his prayer, fire came down from heaven [to pyr 
katebe ek tau auranau] ... and the glory of the Lord filled the temple [daxa 
kyriau eplesen ton aikan] . ... When the children of Israel saw the fire come 

13. For an extended bibliography, see, e.g., Rachel Elior, The Three Temples: On the Emergence of 
Jewish Mysticism (Oxford and Portland, OR: Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 2004). 

14. See, e.g., 1 En. 14; Dan. 7:9-14; Songs ofthe Sabbath Sacrifice; Apoc. Zeph. 8; 4 Bar. 10; 2m 
3; 22; Rev. 4; Ascen. Isa. 7-10. 

15. Martha Himmelfarb, "From Prophecy to Apocalypse: The Book of the Watchers and Tours 
of Heaven;' in Jewish Spirituality: From the Bible through the Middle Ages, ed. Arthur Green (New 
York: Crossroad, 1986), 1:145-65, esp. 150. 

16.IP 1.3: OUPCtvlOI oE 06~11~ I{cri 8€6rllTO~ O:VE4>ycrcrl 811ocruPOI. The word "glory" represents a 
well-known apocalyptic concept: '1:::l::l/kvwd, God's glory; see, e.g., Jar! FosslUO, "Glory;' in DDD, 
348-52. 
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down and the glory of the Lord upon the temple fpantes hoi huioi Israel heoron 
katabainon to pyr, kai he doxa kyriou epi ton oikon], they bowed down with 
their faces to the earth on the pavement. 

Psalm 148 is also emblematic, since it depicts a cosmic glorification of 
Yahweh where both the heavenly realm (angels, hosts, sun and moon, stars, 
the highest heavens, and the waters above the heavens) and the terrestrial one 
(sea monsters and ocean depths, fire, hail and snow, smoke, storm, mountains 
and hills, trees, beasts, kings, and peoples) offer their particular praise. The 
thirteenth line ("Let them praise the name of the Lord, for his name alone is 
exalted: his glory (i1il Ihwd) is above earth and heaven") is especially signifi
cant for disclosing the idea that the divine glory is stored beyond the heavens, 
although it is not obvious whether the glory descends. It might also be worth 
noting that the psalm is read or sung in the Eastern Church in the service 
during the paschal night. Likewise, in the Paschal Canon ascribed to John 
of Damascus the cosmic liturgy of light comes out as well, for example in 
the Ode 3, Troparia: "Now all things have been filled with light, both heaven 
and earth and those beneath the earth; so let all creation sing Christ's rising, 
by which it is established." 

Furthermore, the theme of the descended glory or king of glory is also 
present in the New Testament writings and pseudepigraphic materials. The 
Gospels, for example, depict Christ's incarnation as the moment when the 
heavenly light descended to earth, as in the visions of Matthew (4:16-17) 
and Luke (1:78-79). In Luke 2:13-14, the angelic armies descend to earth 
and sing for their incarnated king. In addition, the eschaton, as described in 
Matthew 24:27 and Luke 17:24, seems to be the moment when the Son of 
Man will appear as lightning (astrape, used in both cases) filling the whole 
world. For John, too, Christ was light (e.g., John 1:7-9: 1 John 1:1-3, 5, 7; 
2:8-10), and his disciples have seen his glory (doxa: John 1:14),17 Another 
argument for the deep Johannine influence on Pseudo-Hippolytus might 
be that the passage parallels in its emblematic images the prologue of the 
Gospel of John: Christ, who is the "light" and "life" come into the world . 
"Darkness" has been swallowed up, and the life has been "extended to every 
creature:' The author is also indebted to John for other christological titles 
such as "manna" or "bread" that came down from heaven (IP 8.4; 25.11-12). 
Perhaps the most explicit text appears in the book of Revelation where one 
can read: '~nd in the spirit he carried me away to a great, high mountain and 
showed me the holy city Jerusalem coming down out of heaven from God. 

17. For the idea that Jesus was conceived as temple in the writings of the New Testament, see, 
e.g., Bill Salier, "The Temple in the Gospel according to John;' 121-34, and Steve Walton, "A Tale 
of Two Perspectives? The Place of the Temple in Acts?" 135-49, in Heaven on Earth: The Temple 
in Biblical Theology, ed. T. Desmond Alexander and Simon Gathercole (Carlisle, UK: Paternoster, 
2004). 
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It has the glory [doxa] of God and a radiance [phoster] like a very rare jewel, 
like jasper, clear as crystal" (21:10-11). 

An internalized version of the theme ofdescended glory may be encoun
tered in 1 Corinthians 6:19, where the idea ofa third temple emerged, namely 
the temple of the human body (soma) deemed as the "temple of the Holy 
Spirit:' There are also writings pertaining to the Second Temple, such as 
Joseph and Aseneth 6.5, which are significant for the idea of the descent of 
the heavenly temple or hekhal.18 As for the New Testament pseudepigraphic 
materials, the Gospel ofNazarenes or the Epistle of the Apostles may con
stitute good examples. In sanctum Pascha and the Epistle of the Apostles 
display further common elements: (1) the descent of light and life, which 
are identical (IP I: EpApost. 39); (2) Christ's coming is at the same time a 
descent (EpApost. 13.2; 39.11) followed by an ascension (EpApost. 13.8; 14.8; 
18.4; 29.7), and also compared with the rising of the sun and employing 
the same verb anatello (IP 1.2; EpApost. 16.3); (3) the two sources connect 
Christ's coming with the Pascha (EpApost. 16); (4) the two sources had strong 
Johannine influence. 

The theme emerges in other important early Christian writings such as 
Melito's Peri Pascha, where, in 44 (289) for instance, Christ comes from above 
in opposition to the earthly temple. In 45 (290-300), comparing the Jerusalem 
from above with the terrestrial one, Melito reckons that the glory (doxa) of 
God is enthroned (kathidrytai) not in a single place (eph heni topo), but his 
grace (charis) overflows unto all the boundaries of the inhabited world (epi 
panta ta perata tes oikoumenes). The pivotal idea of the descended heavens 
will also appear in Tertullian's De carne Christi 3 (the episode ofEpiphany), Cy
prian's On the Lord's Prayer (Treatise IV), Clement's Protreptikos 11.114.1-2, 
and Origen's first Homily on Ezekiel 1.6-8. According to David J. Halperin, 
Origen's source of inspiration seemed to be the Sinai Haggadot. 19 However, 
all these sources and probably IP (if a pre-Origenian writing) give witness 
for a more ancient tradition. 

18. See Frances Flannery-Dailey, "Calling Down Heaven: Descent of the Hekhal in Second Temple 
Judaism as a Window onto Ritual Experience" (paper presented at the SBL national conference, 
Washington, DC, November 2006). For the concept of mystery in apocalyptic writings, see, e.g., 
1 En. 41.1-7; 42.1-3; 48.1; 49.1; los. Asen. 16.1-8; 17.2-3,6; for the theme of divine disclosures, see 
T. Lev. 1.2; 18.2; 1: los. 6.6; T. Benj. 10.5; los. Asen. 16.7; 2 Bar. 6.2; 10.5; 35.1; 3 Bar. Prologue 1; 4.13; 
11.7; 17.4; 1 En. 9.6 (Gr); 10.7; 16.3;LA.B. 25; 27.10; 34.2, h. Yoma 67b; Ep. Arist. 315. Cf. MichaelE. 
Stone. "Lists ofRevealed Things in Apocalyptic Literature;' in Magnalia Dei, the Mighty Acts ofGod: 
Essays on the Bible and Archaeology in Memory ofG. Ernest Wright. ed. Frank M. Cross, Werner E. 
Lemke, and Patrick D. Miller Jr. (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1976),414-52; Christopher Rowland, 
The Open Heaven: A Study ofApocalyptic in ludaism and Early Christianity (New York: Crossroad, 
1982), 14; Markus N. A. Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery in Ancientludaism and Pauline Chris
tianity (TUbingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1990), 24-41. 

19. See David J. Halperin, 1he Faces of the Chariot: Early lewish Responses to Ezekiel's Vision 
(Tlibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1988), esp. 327-35. 
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Pascha and Celestial Liturgy 

At the same time, following Hebrews 8:1 ("we have such a high priest [archi
ereus], one who is seated at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in the 
heavens"), IF becomes more complex through portraying Christ as a divine 
high priest. Pseudo-Hippolytus depicts Christ with certain apocalyptic titles 
such as the "eternal high priest" (archiereus aii5nios; 46.33, 36), "the true high 
priest of the heavens" (55.16-17), and especially the "King of the powers" 
(46.36), the "King of glory" (46.29-31; 61.9-14), the "eternal King" (46.3, 
19), the "great King" (9.28), or the "Lord ofthe powers" (46.26,30,36).20 

As for the visionary, one ofthe noticeable elements consists in the "democ
ratization" of the accessibility to the hidden realm of heavens. Every human 
person can be initiated and become a visionary of the highest mystery of the 
universe, namely the luminous theophany of the Lord of powers. Angels, 
humans, stars, waters, and the whole earth are all present contemplating 
the King of glory in his various manifestations. In one of the central scenes 
(IF 55.5-25), they are terrified spectators at the divine passions of the King 
of the universe: 

Then the world was in amazement at his long endurance. The heavens were 
shocked, the powers were moved, the heavenly thrones and laws were moved 
at seeing the General of the great powers hanging on the cross; for a short time 
the stars of heaven were falling when they viewed stretched on the cross him 
who was before the morning star. For a time the sun's fire was extinguished, the 
great Light of the world suffered eclipse. Then the earth's rocks were rent ... 
the veil of the temple was rent in sympathy, bearing witness to the High priest 
of the heavens, and the world would have been dissolved in confusion and fear 
at the passion if the great Jesus had not expired saying: Father, into your hands 
I commit my spirit (Luke 23:46). The whole universe trembled and quaked with 
fear, and everything was in a state ofagitation, but when the Divine Spirit rose 
again the universe returned to life and regained its vitality. 

The next scene (IF 3.1-15) depicts the whole creation glorifying the victory 
and resurrection of the King of glory: 

Exult, ye heavens of heavens, which as the Spirit exclaims, proclaim the glory 
ofGod (Ps. 18:1 LXX) in that they are first to receive the paternal light of the 
Divine Spirit. Exult, angels and archangels of the heavens, and all you people, 
and the whole heavenly host as you look upon your heavenly King come down 
in bodily form to earth. Exult, you choir of stars pointing out him who rises 

20. Divine priest represents a central apocalyptic theme as one can find, e.g., in Philip G. Davis, 
"Divine Agents, Mediators, and New Testament Christology:' ITS 45 (1994): 479-503; or Crispin 
H. T. Fletcher-Louis, "God's Image, His Cosmic Temple and the High Priest:' in Alexander and 
Gathercole, Heaven on Earth, 78-99, See further bibliography in these articles. 
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before the morning star. Exult, air, which extends over the abysses and intermi
nable spaces. Exult, briny water of the sea, honored by the sacred traces of his 
footsteps. Exult, earth washed by the divine blood. Exult, every soul of man, 
reanimated by the resurrection to a new birth.21 

This language reveals the liturgical background of the homily.22 The last three 
chapters of the booklet, in particular, depict a mystic choral chanting (choregia 
he mystike), a spiritual feast, and an antiphonal choir where angels and humans 
sing and respond to each other.23 There are also images associated with the 
liturgical experience such as the marriage chamber, the wedding garments, 
certain interior lamps ofthe human souls, and "the divine fire ofgrace (charis) 
that burns divinely and spiritually in all, in soul and body, nurtured by the 
oil of Christ" (entheos de kai pneumatikos en pasi tes charitos dadoucheitai 
to pyr, somati kai pneumati, kai elaio Christou choregoumenon).24 

Mystery Language and Visio Dei 

While the paschal event seems to convert into a visionary moment-into 
an apocalyptic incidence-our author does not seem to offer a traditional 
apocalyptical treatment in terms of preparation for the access to this lumi
nous vision through ascension, but develops a mystagogy instead. The fact 
that Christ, the king of angels descends himself to the initiand and gradually 
reveals himself-from the stage of the human form that he put on to the final 
epiphany of the huge incandescent divine body -also adds a new element to 
the mystery dimension of the homily. 

Pseudo-Hippolytus manifestly affirms in a short methodological exposition 
in chapters 4-7 that the divine temple and its light are not visible in the way 
we see the sensible things, but they are rather hidden and mysterious and 
part of the veiled side of the world, where the mysteries of the truth can be 
found.25 Similar to Philo's Questions andAnswers on Exodus and Melito's Peri 
Pascha, the homilist connects this mystagogy with a typological exegesis of 
Exodus 12.26 While the types or figures (typoi) of the book of Exodus could 
be seen through the bodily eyes, the prototypes or paradigms (prototypoi 
kai paradeigmata) are not visible, but hidden (mystika), and able to be seen 

21. See also IP 62. 
22. Visona, Pseudo Ippolito. 149-57. 
23. IP62.16-19. 
24. IP 62.30-32. 
25. IP 7.5: n1 T~~ aA'1e€ia~ fluOTllpla. 
26. It seems that a hermeneutical tradition of interpreting Exod. 12 within the paschal context 

may be traced from Philo's Questions andAnswers on Exodus to Melito, Ps.-Hippolytus, and Origen. 
While Philo interpreted Exod. 12 allegorically, the Christian theologians changed the allegorical 
interpretation into a typological one. 
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only through intellection or intuition (nous; IP 6.10). Since the glory is not 
located exclusively within the upper realm but present everywhere on earth, 
the heavenly ascension becomes utterly meaningless. For this reason the 
author logically changed the ascension into a mystagogy, a penetration into 
the mystery realm, which exists on the earth as well, not solely in heaven. 
Therefore the visionary, namely the Christian initiand, has to seek to acquire 
a mystical knowledge (IP 4.2; 50.5) by pursuing the itinerary of contemplat
ing with acerbity the mysteries hidden within the types,27 Since the light of 
Christ and the Spirit spread in the universe cannot be seen with the unaided 
eye, the participants in the liturgy need to be initiated (IP 4.2). Within this 
context, the paschal celebration does not take place within the visible world; 
it is not so much cosmic, but rather mystical, or a mystery. 

Carrying on the same logic, Pseudo-Hippolytus claims that the sacrifice 
and even the Lamb that "has come down from the heaven" (IP 2.15) are 
mystical.28 The Lamb is then a "sacred sacrifice" (to thyma to hieron; 18.1), 
and "perfect" (teleion; 19.1), while the pascha is also mystical (1.15). Thus the 
same combination of mystery and apocalypticism emerges here again. It is a 
well-known aspect that pascha is connected with the apocalyptic theme of 
resurrection and the heavenly Lamb represents an apocalyptic image, which 
appears in the book of Revelation, first as the slaughtered or sacrificed Lamb, 
then as the Lamb sitting on the heavenly throne among the angels who glorify 
him.29 The mystery adjective hieros (sacred) qualifies in IP everything con
nected with Christ and his temple: rays (1.1), church (63.3), pascha (16.4), 
feast (6.1; 8.1), solemnity (3.28), knowledge (4.2), victim (18.1), lamb (23.2), 
body (41.4; 49.6), head (53.2), rib (53.9), blood and water (53.9-10), spirit 
(47.6-7), word (59.4), resurrection (60.1-2). 

The recurring usage of such terms as hieros, mystikos, pneumatikos, theios, 
and megas might not be the "mania for hyperbole ofa mediocre orator;'30 but 
rather the effort to suggest that those realities of the temple and especially its 

27. IP 6.5-6: nlV liE crKpi~£I(IV tWV !lVOTrlPIWV lila tWV rvnwv Ekwpo(lvn:~. Asia Minor has a 
particular tendency toward apocalyptic literature, due to its special connection with the book of 
Revelation and the Johaninne tradition. See, e.g., Adela Y. Collins. "The Revelation of John: An 
Apocalyptic Response to a Social Crisis;' CurTM 8 (1981): 4-12; LarryV. Crutchfield, "The Apostle 
John and Asia Minor as a Source of Premillennialism in the Early Church Fathers;' JETS 31 (1988): 
411-27; Thomas B. Slater, ·On the Social Setting of the Revelation to John;' NTS 44 (1998): 232-56; 
Roland H. Worth, The Seven Cities ofthe Apocalypse and Greco-Asian Culture (New York: Paulist, 
1999); Philip A. Harland, "Honouring the Emperor or Assailing the Beast: Participation in Civic Life 
among Associations (Jewish, Christian and Other) in Asia Minor and the Apocalypse ofTohn;' JSNT 
77 (2000): 99-121; Collin J. Herner, The Letters to the Seven Churches ofAsia in Their Local Setting, 
The Biblical Resource Series (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001). 

28. IP 20.4-5: TO 1tp6~aTOV €PX€Tat TO !lOOrlKOV to £K tWV oupavwv. 
29. Rev. 5:6, 9,12-13. C£ John 1:29, 36; Acts 8:32; 1 Cor. 5:7; 1 Pet. 1:19; 2:24. For the roots of this 

image, see Gen. 22:7-8,13; Exod. 12:21; Lev. 4:35; 5:6; 9:3. For the image of the suffering righteous 
connected to the lamb, see 1sa. 52:13-53:7; Ier. 11:19. 

30. Nautin, Hom/Jiies, 46. See for instance the repeated adjective !lEya.; in Ezekiel the Tragedian. 
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king-the preexisting Christ-do not belong to the sensible realm, but to the 
invisible, noetic, or mysterious one. It can also be noticed that the attribute 
megas is used as well, particularly in connection to the divine temple and 
Christ's body: megas Christos (IP 1.11); megale megalou basileos epidemia (2.3); 
megalou basileos (9.28); to megalo somati (32.3); to megethos pan tes theotetos 
and pan to pleroma tes theotetos (45.10; cf. CoL 2:9); ton ektatheison cheiron 
Iesou (15.14); cheiras exetainas patrikas ekalypsas hemas entos tOn patrikon 
(38.3-4); tas cheiras tas megalas (63.2-3). Consequently, rather than being a 
note ofgrandiloquence,31 it might be the Jewish biblical and pseudepigraphi
cal theme ofdivine body, as I will illustrate a few pages further. In this way, all 
these adjectives might constitute the linguistic instrumentarium ofa theologian 
expressing old apocalyptic ideas pertaining to the early Jewish-Christian mind
set rather than the rhetorical artifices of a fourth- or fifth-century orator. 

The Nature of Christ's Luminous Body 

The initiatory process of revealing mysteries reaches its completion with the 
highest revelation, which is the light that fills the whole creation or the huge 
luminous body ofChrist. A significant aspect ofthe nature of this light is that 
of being manifested as a body not of material, but of pneumatic or spiritual 
nature. With the idea ofa humanlike form or body ofGod one encounters the 
Jewish theme, both scriptural and apocryphal, of the divine luminous form 
contemplated by the prophets and apocalyptic visionaries alike. Some ofthe 
most famous passages are Exodus 24:9-11, Ezekiel 1:26 (where on the throne 
sits a "figure [mtnIdmwtJ with the appearance [;-Y~Ir.J1mr'h] ofa man [l:I'~1 
'dm]"; cf. LXX: homoioma has eidos anthropou), Daniel 7, or Philippians 2:6 
("in the form of God" [en morphe theouD. While there is no textual evidence, 
it is plausible that Pseudo-Hippolytus would have taken over this theme from 
a Jewish context, given the considerable Jewish presence in Asia Minor at 
the time, the author's Quartodeciman position, and his mention ofa "secret" 
Hebrew tradition about creation.32 At the same time, it is also plausible that 
he adapted the theme of God's form through the mediation of his Christian 
community where the theme was popular in the second century. The idea of 
the image or form of glory, or of the huge body of Christ, also appears, for 
example, in Matthew 17:2; Mark 9:2; Luke 9:29: 1 Corinthians 11:7: Philip
pians 2:6; 3:21; 2 Clement 17.5; Gospel ofPhilip 57.30-58: and in Herakleon 
of Alexandria who, in his commentary to John 1:27-as Origen testifies in 
Commentary on John 6.39-reads: "The whole world is the shoe of Jesus:' 

Pseudo-Hippolytus speaks about a body that touches the heavens and 
makes the earth fast by its feet, while the huge hands embrace the winds 

31. Nautin, Homelies, 43. 

32.IP 17.4. 
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between the heaven and earth.33 The metaphor of the "hand of God" is one 
of the most ancient Jewish anthropomorphic expressions for the Spirit of 
God, present, for example, in Exodus 15:16; 32:11: Deuteronomy 6:21; 7:8,19; 
9:26; Isaiah 25:10; and Ezekiel 37:1 where the hand of God is identified with 
the Spirit of God. It can be also found in 1 Peter 5:6. Actually, the Hebrew 
word j~ I 'd denotes simultaneously "hand" and "power;' the latter term being 
a well-known synonym for the Spirit (e.g., Mic. 3:8). The idea is present as 
well in Irenaeus ofLyon, for whom the Son and the Holy Spirit are the hands 
of God operating in the universe, and in Theophilus of Antioch, for whom 
the Holy Spirit is identical with the "Hand of God:'34 

At the same time, the luminous body in the Pseudo-Hippolytean text 
is identical with the celestial tree, the tree of paradise, the pillar of the 
universe, the Spirit that permeates all things, and the "ladder of Jacob, the 
way of angels, at the summit of which the Lord is truly established:'35 One 
should also observe that none of these realities is visible and sensible, but all 
are mystical and pneumatic. For Pseudo-Hippolytus, such titles as "divine" 
(theios), "pneumatic/spiritual" (pneumatikos), perfect (teleios), or "separated" 
(aprositos) refer to something completely different from the things of the 
universe, namely to the divine. Being separated, the effusions or emanations 
(embolai) of the Spirit/Christ remain unmixed (akratos, amiges) with the 
sensible things.36 Although echoing the following pneumatological fragment 
from Philo, the Pseudo-Hippolytean pneumatology employs some different 
terminologies: 

But as it is, the spirit which is on him [Moses] is the wise [to sophon] , the divine 
[to theionl, the excellent spirit, susceptible of neither severance [to atmeton] 
nor division [to adiaireton], diffused in its fullness everywhere and through all 
things [to pante di' holon ekpepieromenon] , the spirit which helps, but suffers 
no hurt, which though it be shared with others or added to others suffers no 
diminution [elattoutai] in understanding and knowledge and wisdom.37 

It is noteworthy that among the expressions related to the huge body of 
Christ, scattered among different parts of the text, some regard the fiery 
constitution of his body. Passage 1.1-12 avers that the mighty (megas) Christ, 
immortal and immense (polys), sheds light brighter than that of the sun. At 
55.11 the Johannine christological title "the light of the world" also receives 
the attribute of"mighty" (to mega tou kosmou phos). Furthermore, comment

33. IP 51. Cf. IP 63, for the hands of God. 
34. E.g., Irenaeus, AH 4.20.1; and Theophilus, To Autolycus 5. 

35.1P 51. 

36. IP 45.7-9. Cf. 1 Tim. 6:16, where God is called cpw~ (l1rp6cm:o~. The same title also appears in 

Athenagoras's Legatio 16.3, along with rrv£u]la, MVa]lI~, and A6yo~. 
37. Philo, Gig. 6.27 (LCL, Philo 2:459). 
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ing on Exodus 12:8 ("They shall eat the lamb that same night; they shall eat it 
roasted over the fire") the author makes the following cryptic affirmation: 

This is the night on which the flesh is eaten, for the light of the world has set 
on the great body of Christ: Take and eat; this is my body.38 

Since the liturgical or eucharistic context is noticeable here, the interpre
tation needs to be done from a liturgical perspective. My reading would be 
that Pseudo-Hippolytus refers to the Christian Eucharist, which is taken or 
received without the vision ofChrist's glory; in translation, it is taken "in the 
night:' This night does not refer to the incapacity ofseeing the visible light, but 
to the incapacity of perceiving the invisible, mystical, or pneumatic glory. 

The Eucharist is identified then with the "great body of Christ" on which 
the "light of the world" is set (edy). A series ofanalogies may provide a better 
understanding of these expressions: 

The visible sun-parallels the light ofthe world (a comparison frequently 
used in the Christian literature; see IP 1.12), which is Christ. 

The night-parallels the mystery of the visible elements of the Eucharist, 
which covers the divine light of Jesus' glorious body. 

The earth-parallels the bread ofthe Eucharist, the visible realm, which 
veils the divine light. 

One chapter further (IP 27.1-2), while commenting on Luke 12:49 ("I came 
to cast fire upon the earth"), he straightforwardly affirms that the "flesh is 
roasted with fire, for the spiritual or rational body ofChrist is on fire" (ta de 
krea opta pyri empyron gar logikon soma tou Christou). 

This christological conception also implies a particular understanding of 
the incarnation. Pseudo-Hippolytus does not employ such verbs as sarkoo, 
ensomatoo, or enanthropeo, but renders various aspects of the mystery of 
the incarnation through different vocabulary. He uses, for instance, apostole 
(sending; IP 3.21) to underline the fact that the Father sent the Son into the 
world. A correlative term for "sending" is epidemia {2.3; 7.6; 21.3; 43.2-3; 44.1; 
47.10; 56.9)-"arriving:' "coming" on {epi)-either on earth (43.2) or into the 
body (soma; 47.10). Another noun-anatole (dawn; 3.4; 17.14; 45.23)-ren
ders the light of Christ that fills the universe (cf. Matt. 2:2; Luke 1:78). This 
dawn or Orient is spiritual (pneumatike; 45.23) as well and therefore mysti
cal, not visible. The huge light, according to the author, was set (edy), con
tracted (systeilas), collected (synathroisas), and compressed (synagagon)39 in 

38. IP 26.1: 'Ev VUKtl of; n'r KpECI Eo9{mXl. 
39. For £liv, see IP 26.1; for the other three attributes, see IP 45.lO-11. The idea is not new in 

Christian context; ct. Phil. 2:6; Odes Sol. 7.3-6; Acts Thom. 15.80. 
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Christ's body, while the immenseness of his whole divinity (to megethos pan • res theotetos) remained unchanged. 

He willingly confined himself to himself and collecting and. compressing in 

himself all the greatness of the divinity, came in the dimensions of his own 

choice in no way diminished or lessened in himself, nor inferior in glory [ou 

meioumenos en heato oude elattoumenos oude te doxe dapanomenosJ.40 


In order to discover the divine body of light veiled and enveloped by 
Christ's visible body, namely the visible elements of the Eucharist, Christians 
need to be initiated. 

Conclusion 

Coming back to Collins's definition, one might state that the homily displays 
(1) a large framework, which is the history ofsalvation, where (2) the paschal 
celebration inserts itself as a privileged opportunity of accessing the divine 
temple extended into the whole universe, and of seeing (3) the divine king 
in a mystical way, This transcendent reality is not especially placed in an 
upper realm, but present in a deeper, hidden here. (4) Participants are human 
initiands in a mystery rite, while (5) the homilist represents the initiated 
mystagogue divulging one by one the sacred mysteries. In sanctum Pascha, 
therefore, seems to reflect similar features with some of the most representa
tive categories of apocalyptic literature: it is a revelation of the heavenly and 
divine king, of his throne, glory, and angelic choirs, but it is an apocalypse 
of a different nature, namely a mystery apocalypse. 

The preceding discussion uncovers three elements: paschal celebration, 
apocalyptic language, and mystery language. The first two elements appear 
to be a common idea in first-century Christian writings.41 The last element 
is slightly suggested in Melito, but clearly developed by Pseudo-Hippolytus 
in a mystery apocalypse. One can thus suppose that all these ideas were 
present within the intellectual atmosphere of the Christian communities in 
second- and third-century Asia Minor, and Pseudo-Hippolytus articulated 

40. IP 45.10-13. Cf. Melito of Sardis, Frg. 14. For a more detailed analysiS in the context of the 
second century, see Cantalamessa, L'Omelia, 187-273. 

41. See, e.g., Massey Shepherd's research on the existence ofa paschal liturgy in John's apocalypse: 
The PaschalLiturgy and the Apocalypse (London: Lutterworth, 1960). For the similar eschatological 
expectation of the gloriOUS corning of the Messiah on the paschal night in Christian and rabbinic 
traditions. see Brian Daley, "Seeking to See Him at the Festival of Pascha: The Expectation of the 
Divine Glory in Early Rabbinic and Christian Paschal Materials," in The Theophaneia School: Jewish 
Roots ofEastern Christian Mysticism, ed. Andrei Orlov and Gregory Lurie, Scrinium 3 (St. Petersburg: 
Byzantinorossika, 2007), 30-48. 
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them in a more unitary way, adding as well the theme ofChrist's divine body, 
which does not occur in Melito. 

Asia Minor in the second to fourth centuries was consequently the place of 
a decisive synthesis of two traditions-apocalypse and mystery-a synthesis 
that would come to dominate the liturgical life of the church until today. 
Pseudo-Hippolytus's IP witnesses to the application of this synthesis in the 
paschal celebration or, putting it differently, to a development of the paschal 
language toward this mystery -apocalyptic vocabulary. In addition, the hom
ily may put in a new light such writings as Philo's Questions and Answers on 
Exodus and Melito's Peri Pascha, writings that can be envisaged as the roots 
of this application. With time, important debates of the church such as the 
anthropomorphic quarrel eliminated anthropomorphic tendencies, while the 
christological and pneumatological debates, along with more Greek rhetoric, 
led to the intricate paschal homilies of the famous Cappadocians, Gregory 
of Nazianzus and Gregory of Nyssa. 

Pseudo-Hippolytus's homily is consequently important as a pool of tes
timonies; it displays an affluent terminological and ideological treasury for 
the Christian theology of the second, third, or perhaps even the early fourth 
century. The synthesis of Jewish apocalyptic images and Greek mystery ter
minology definitely witnesses to a period ofsyncretism, as well as to a Chris
tian community in search of the language to express, and give shape to, its 
own identity. 
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